
 

 

October 28 - Release Notes 

On October 28th, the following functionality was released to manufacturing. 

I. New Functionality 

A. Scheduled Reports to Admin 

Administrators in Razberi Monitor will receive an automated email the first of each 

month containing the past 90 days Unit Status Report as a PDF file.  Users of 

Razberi MonitorCloud without any active RM licenses will get a separate report that 

is slightly different. 

B. New Automated Assembly Process 

This is a significant change in how products are manufactured.  The new assembly 

scripts automate most steps including setting drive letters and RAID configuration.  

Now all server-based products (Rugged, Core, SSIQ) follow the same process.  The 

image was updated (2.7.3) to allow for more automated processing. 

C. Core BIOS 3.0a 

New 3.0a BIOS for the Core can be used within manufacturing. 

D. AWS Cloudwatchagent included on units using DEV/SAT asm process 

We must automate the collection of RM logs for analysis as part of our QA process. 

It's just not practical or scalable to manually review every daily log file every day. 

Therefore, we are going to use the AWS CloudWatchAgent to collect RM logs for 

analysis in AWS as part of every DEV and SAT unit build using the asm process. 

II. Bug Fixes 

A. RM Memory Leak Mitigation 

We will randomly restart RM within one week to prevent an internal memory issue 

causing RM to error.  We saw this when trying to process a switch and it was 

reporting a memory related issue.  We are also seeing its consumption of memory 

increase over time but not to the point of causing other software to be impacted. 



B. RM: Switch Offline Dampening of Alert 

Require the alert to be triggered two times in a row before notifying. This is 

important because when you reboot a switch it can cause the alert or if you initially 

start a Razberi, RM starts before switch is fully on line. 

C. RM: Improved Display of License Information 

An improvement in how we display license information on the system information 

page of RM. 

D. RM: Proxy works for Ping and New Version Update. 

Currently Proxy settings only work for updating unit data. Update RM to enable 

version update of RM and Ping (online-offline) via proxy settings.  

III. FAA and Release Coordination 

A. Rugged  

B. Core 

C. SSIQ 2U XE 24 Port with Adaptec 

D. SSIQ 8P Standard (i3) 

E. Banco unit 

F. FedPro unit 

 

 

 


